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What Belongs to 
Exotics?

• Searches often focused only on weak 
scale phenomena, solutions to hierarchy 
problem

• New heavy quarks, new heavy vectors, 
superpartners

• Exotics are not these things, though in 
many cases they are limits of these 
theories
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Exotics

• Examples of exotics:

• Often contain displaced vertices & 
high multiplicity events

• Hidden Valleys

• Unparticles

• Dark Matter production through 
higher dimension operators

• Black Holes
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Exotics as Low Scale 
Extensions of EW

• e.g. gauge mediation

• Naturally obtain macroscopic or 
mesoscopic displaced vertices, e.g.

• Exotics occur anytime there is a very 
weakly coupled light state in addition 
to the usual weak scale physics

!̃0 ! "G̃

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we proposed that dark matter is made of superweakly-interacting massive par-
ticles (superWIMPs) [1]. This possibility is realized in well-studied frameworks for new
particle physics, such as those with weak-scale supersymmetry or extra spacetime dimen-
sions, and provides a qualitatively new possibility for non-baryonic cold dark matter.

The basic idea is as follows. Taking the supersymmetric case for concreteness, consider
models with high-scale supersymmetry-breaking (supergravity models) and R-parity con-
servation. If the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the neutralino, with mass and
interaction cross section set by the weak scale Mweak ! 100 GeV " 1 TeV, such models are
well-known to provide an excellent dark matter candidate, which naturally freezes out with
the desired relic density [2, 3].

This scenario relies on the (often implicit) assumption that the gravitino is heavier than
the lightest standard model superpartner. However, even in simple and constrained super-
gravity models, such as minimal supergravity [4, 5, 6, 7], the gravitino mass is known only
to be of the order of Mweak and is otherwise unspecified. Given this uncertainty, assume
that the LSP is not a standard model superpartner, but the gravitino. The lightest standard
model superpartner is then the next-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP). If the universe
is reheated to a temperature below ! 1010 GeV after inflation [8], the number of gravitinos
is negligible after reheating. Then, because the gravitino couples only gravitationally with
all interactions suppressed by the Planck scale MPl # 1.2 $ 1019 GeV, it plays no role in
the thermodynamics of the early universe. The NLSP therefore freezes out as usual; if it
is weakly-interacting, its relic density will again be near the desired value. However, much
later, after

! !
M2

Pl

M3
weak

! 105 s " 108 s , (1)

the WIMP decays to the LSP, converting much of its energy density to gravitinos. Gravitino
LSPs therefore form a significant relic component of our universe, with a relic abundance
naturally in the desired range near !DM # 0.23 [9]. Models with weak-scale extra dimensions
also provide a similar dark matter particle in the form of Kaluza-Klein gravitons [1], with
Kaluza-Klein gauge bosons or leptons playing the role of WIMP [10]. As such dark matter
candidates naturally preserve the WIMP relic abundance, but have interactions that are
weaker than weak, we refer to the whole class of such particles as “superWIMPs.”

WIMP decays produce superWIMPs and also release energy in standard model parti-
cles. It is important to check that such decays are not excluded by current constraints. The
properties of these late decays are determined by what particle is the WIMP and two param-
eters: the WIMP and superWIMP masses, mWIMP and mSWIMP. Late-decaying particles in
early universe cosmology have been considered in numerous studies [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
For a range of natural weak-scale values of mWIMP and mSWIMP, we found that WIMP %
SWIMP decays do not violate the most stringent existing constraints from Big Bang nu-
cleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [1]. SuperWIMP dark
matter therefore provides a new and viable dark matter possibility in some of the leading
candidate frameworks for new physics.

SuperWIMP dark matter di"ers markedly from other known candidates with only grav-
itational interactions. Previous examples include ! keV gravitinos [18], which form warm
dark matter. The masses of such gravitinos are determined by a new scale intermediate
between the weak and Planck scales at which supersymmetry is broken. Superheavy can-
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Higher Energy Or 
Higher Luminosity

• Probe different types of hidden sector 
physics
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that v-particles are produced via a Z ! decay; some of the
v-hadrons produced in v-hadronization can then decay
back to standard model particles, via an intermediate
state Z ! or Higgs boson. This is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. V-hadron production in Higgs boson de-
cays was considered in [7]. Here, we will consider a dif-
ferent scenario, in which the v-hadrons are produced in
LSsP decays. In particular, as illustrated schematically
in Fig. 2, production of SM superpartners leads, through
cascade decays, to the appearance in the final state of
two LSsP’s. If the LSvP is lighter than the LSsP, then
the LSsP will typically decay to an LSvP plus one or
more v-hadrons, some of which in turn decay visibly. For
simplicity we assume in this paper both that R-parity is
conserved and that the LSvP itself is stable; if either is
violated, the phenomenology may be richer still.

SM

LEP
hidden
valley

LHC

FIG. 1: Schematic view of production and decay of v-hadrons.
While LEP was unable to penetrate the barrier separating the
sectors, LHC may easily produce v-particles. These form v-
hadrons, some of which decay to standard model particles.

Let us now consider how phenomenology of LSsP de-
cays in hidden-valley models may di!er in some ways
from LSsP decays in other models. First, since the LSvP
is a v-hadron, its decay to the LSvP may be accompanied
by one or more long-lived R-parity-even v-hadrons, pos-
sibly with a substantial multiplicity. Some or all of these
v-hadrons may in turn decay to visible (but often rather
soft) particles. This decay pattern may make the decay
products of the LSsP challenging to identify. An example
of how this could occur in SM chargino-neutralino pro-
duction is shown in Fig. 3. The two LSsP’s (!0

1) decay
to a v-quark Q and a v-squark Q̃"; after hadronization,
a number of R-parity-even v-hadrons and two R-parity-
odd LSvP’s (R̃) emerge. Some of the R-parity-even v-
hadrons then decay to visible particles, leading to a busy
and complex event. Second, many di!erent v-hadronic
final states may appear in LSsP decays, just as a large
number of QCD hadronic states appear in " and B de-
cays. Acquisition of a large sample of events may there-
fore require a combination of search strategies. Finally,

since the LSsP and/or some of the v-hadrons it produces
may be long-lived and decay with highly displaced ver-
tices, discovery and study of these events may require
specialized, non-standard experimental techniques.

~

valley
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g

LSsP
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~
q

FIG. 2: Schematic view of production and decay of SM su-
perpartners. Each superpartner decays to hard jets/leptons
and an LSsP; the LSsP then decays to an LSvP plus other
v-hadrons, some of which decay to softer jet/lepton pairs.
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FIG. 3: The production and subsequent decay of a chargino
and neutralino, showing the two LSsPs decaying to various
v-hadrons, some of which decay visibly. Invisible R-parity-
even (-odd) v-hadrons, are shown as solid (dashed) lines; in
particular, an LSvP, labelled R̃, is produced in each of the
LSsP decays.

The reverse situation — where the LSvP is heavier
than the LSsP — is typically less dramatic, but still wor-
thy of note. It leaves the bulk of SM SUSY signals un-
changed, but can in some cases produce spectacular and
challenging signals of its own. It will be discussed briefly
below.

Meanwhile, analogous statements apply, with only a
few adjustments, in other models with a conserved Z2

a)
SUSY breaking

Gdark MSSM

b)
SUSY breaking

Gdark MSSM

FIG. 1: The minimal supersymmetric model (a) and the minimal SuperDark Moose (b).

has a significant history. The consequences of a new U(1), mixing with hypercharge was

first explored in [26], and has been studied extensively within “mirror dark matter” [27].

More recently, forces have been invoked for more phenomenological purposes, in particular

in “exciting dark matter” [13] (which is relevant to our discussion here), “secluded dark

matter” [28], MeV-scale dark matter [29, 30], and WIMPless dark matter [31].

The gauge structures in figures 1 in particular, are very similar to those used in [31, 32],

where the radiative e!ects were used to generate dark matter at new mass scales, that

nonetheless had the relic abundance expected for a WIMP. Here, our dark matter particle

is still weak-scale, but the radiative e!ects will generate mass scales for Gdark breaking in a

similar fashion.

As we’ll shortly see, the addition of SUSY and SUSY breaking makes it very natural for

the GDark symmetry to be broken with dark gauge boson masses at the ! MZDark
! !MZ !

GeV scale. As in [22], this then radiatively induces splittings between the various DM states

of order "MDM ! !MZDark
! MeV, automatically providing the necessary ingredients for

the XDM and iDM interpretations of the INTEGRAL and DAMA signals. There are other

possible sources of splittings of the same size. For instance, if the GDark quantum numbers

of the Dark Matter are such that the first coupling to Dark Higgses arises from dimension 5

operators (analogously to neutrino masses in the Standard Model), then if these operators

are generated at the TeV scale, we will get splittings ! GeV2/TeV ! MeV as well.

We should emphasize that from a top-down point of view, there is no particular ratio-

nale for these new particles, as they don’t in themselves play an obvious role in solving

the outstanding mysteries of particle theory, such as the hierarchy problem. Having said

that, introducing additional vector-like states charged under another gauge symmetry is not

particularly exotic, and indeed such “moose” or “quiver” structures for gauge theories arise

very naturally in many more complete frameworks for UV physics such as string theory. At

any rate, our motivation for introducing these structures comes entirely from astrophysical

Data and not the desire to engineer exciting collider phenomenology. Nonetheless, as we

will see, this set-up incorporates all the physics we have discussed while further providing a

natural explanation for why MZDark
! !MZ is near the GeV scale. It can also impact LHC

collider phenomenology in a dramatic way.

5
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Higher Energy Or 
Higher Luminosity

• Higher 
luminosity 
implies more 
squeezing on 
triggers for exotic 
events
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Higher Energy And 
Higher Luminosity

• Complex topologies from complex 
events; small cross-sections to boot
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Figure 2: Total cross section of v-hadron production versus the v-quark mass mv at (a) the
Tevatron and (b) the LHC. The peaked curves are on-threshold vv̄ bound-state production, the
flatter curves open-flavor vv̄ pair production. Here and throughout this paper the parameters
mZ! = 1 TeV, mZ!/g! = 7 TeV and N̂c = 3 are chosen.

For the case of a heavy quark, the calculation of on-threshold bound-state production

follows that of quarkonium (see [20] for details of quarkonium production):

!thresh =

! 1

4m2
v/s

dx1

! 1

4m2
v/sx1

dx2
N̂c

Nc

g!4!
“

|RL
q |2+|RR

q |2
”

(Q2
v+Q2

v̄)|"vh|
2mvh

(Sx1x2!m2
vh)2+!2

Z!
m2

Z!

"(Sx1x2 ! m2
vh)

"
"

q 2fq(x1)fq̄(x2), (2.4)

where S is the hadronic center of mass energy (Sx1x2 = s). For perturbative quarkonium,

the wavefunction #vh can be computed analytically in a manner analogous to the hydrogen

wavefunction: |#vh|2 =
#

2
3N̂!1

c mv$̂s(m2
v)

$3
/%, where mv is the v-quark mass. For non-

perturbative bound states of vv̄, the wave function cannot be computed analytically, but

can only be approximated through the relation |FV,A|2 = 8N̂cmvh |#vh|2, with FV,A the

vector and pseudoscalar decay constants. The decay constants must be determined either

experimentally or by non-perturbative lattice calculations.

The production cross-section is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the v-quark mass (a)

at the Tevatron and (b) at the LHC energies for a mediator mass mZ! = 1 TeV, assuming

– 5 –

q

Z/Z !

v̄

v

(a)q̄

Z/Z !

!v, "v

q

q̄
(b)

Figure 1: (a) Production of v-quarks and (b) decay of v-hadrons, !v (the vector bound state of
v-quarks), "v (the pseduoscalar bound state).

Since the Z and Z ! are charged under both the hidden and visible Higgs sectors, the

Z and Z ! mix through mass terms. As a result, v-quarks may be produced through either

a Z or Z ! mediator, as indicated in Fig. 1a. The most stringent constraints on models of

this type arise from the LEP measurements on the Z pole. We assume that no more than

a few events of v-quark production will be consistent with the constraints from LEP, so

that we require a branching fraction less than 5" 10"7 from decays of Z to v-quarks at

LEP through Z # Z ! mixing. In particular, the production cross-section is

#v =
N̂cg!4

48$

!

"

"RL
e

"

"

2
+

"

"RR
e

"

"

2
#

$

Q2
v + Q2

v̄

%

s

(s # m2
Z!)2 + !2

Z!m2
Z!

&

1 # 4
m2

v

s

'1/2 &

1 + 2
m2

v

s

'

, (2.1)

where g! is the gauge coupling of the Z !, Qv is the charge of the v-quark under U(1)!, mv

is the mass of the v-quark, and Rf includes the e"ects of Z # Z ! mass mixing:

RL,R
f = QL,R Z!

f # 2QL,R Z
f QH

m2
Z

s # m2
Z + i!ZmZ

. (2.2)

This is to be compared against the standard model total cross-section: e+e" $ Z $
anything, #SM = g2

ZmZ/4!Z . Requiring #v/#SM < 5 " 10"7 imposes a bound mZ!/g! !

7 TeV. In the remainder of this paper, we take

mZ! = 1 TeV, mZ!/g! = 7 TeV, N̂c = 3. (2.3)

Later we generalize the parameters to determine the LHC reach.

2.2 On-threshold production: The v-onia production

Historically, new bound-states have been discovered on threshold, where
%

s = 2mq. The

existence of c and b quarks was gleaned through the observation of the J/% and # bound-

states. It is thus natural to consider the vv̄ bound state formation as the signal production

mechanism.

– 4 –

3

heavier v-nucleon doublet, as shown in Fig. 2. All other
v-hadrons (such as the v-rho and v-Delta) decay imme-
diately to v-pions and v-nucleons. For simplicity, it is
assumed that v-baryon number is conserved, so the v-
nucleons are stable and invisible. The three v-pions !v,
a triplet under v-isospin, consist of a v-flavor o!-diagonal
pair with quantum numbers of 	̄�and �̄	, analogous
to the !± of QCD, and a third, the v-flavor diagonal v-
pion with quantum numbers of 	̄	!�̄�, analogous to
the !0.

A point of notation: it is natural to name the v-pions
as (!±v , !0

v), in analogy to QCD’s pions (!±�!0). This
notation was used in [1]. However, the use of the ± su-
perscript proves confusing, because all the v-pions are
electrically neutral — after all, they are part of a hidden
sector. To avoid any confusion of this type (and at the
expense of introducing another), I will call the 	̄	!�̄�
state !0

v , but call the 	̄�state !!v , and the conjugate
�̄	state !"v .

FIG. 3: The !0
v decays via a Z! to heavy flavor. The !"#v ,

if unstable, decays through a v-flavor-changing interaction to
the same final state.

If the third component of v-isospin �3v is conserved,
then the !!v is stable and invisible, but the breaking of
total v-isospin allows the !0

v to decay via a 
# back to
standard model particles, as shown in Fig. 3. Helicity
suppression assures the spin-zero !0

v decays mainly to
heavy fermions (for the same reason that !+ " �+"
decays dominate over !+ " �+" in QCD); branching
fractions are roughly proportional to squares of fermion
masses. In the particular model of [1], and for light v-
pion masses, the width of the !0

v is

"!0
v
# 6$ 109 sec$1 �2

!v
�5

!v

(20 GeV)7

!
10 TeV
�Z!� #

"4

�(1)

which has a very strong dependence on model parame-
ters; here �!v is the v-pion decay constant, while �Z!

and # are the 
# mass and coupling.
It is also possible that the third component of v-isospin

�3v is violated. In this case even the !!v and !"v can de-
cay, with widths that are smaller than that of the !0

v by
a factor which is a dimensionless measure of �3v breaking.
In this article, I simply assume that either (A) �3v is con-
served (so that the !!v is stable and invisible) or (B) �3v
is badly violated (so that the !!v decays promptly.) The
case studies will be divided into “A cases” and “B cases”
according to this distinction.

The basic production process for these particles is
shown in Fig. 4. It involves�̄�"
# "�̄�, where �is a

FIG. 4: A Z! decays to two v-quarks, which emit v-gluons in
a v-parton shower. These then are confined into v-pions and
v-nucleons. Some of the v-hadrons (shown dotted) are stable
and invisible, but others are metastable and decay, mainly to
bb̄.

v-quark. The v-quarks undergo a parton shower through
v-gluon emission, following which they are confined by
strong v-interactions into v-hadrons. These v-hadrons
decay down to v-nucleons and v-pions, and some of the
v-pions may then decay visibly to standard model parti-
cles.

FIG. 5: Cross-section for v-particle production via a Z! in
the QCD-like model of [1]. The cross-section in other models
may easily di!er by an order of magnitude; see text.

In the study below, I will consider a 
# with mass 3.2
TeV. The v-pion masses will range between 50 and 200
GeV. In this case the v-pions decay promptly, and the
production cross-section is expected to be of order 10–
100 fb in the model of [1], see Fig. 5. In other models the
cross-section could be di!erent by a factor of 10 or so,
larger or smaller, due for example to di!erent 
# charge
assignments, or to a di!erent number of colors in the
v-sector.

In summary, the model considered below has gauge
group [� 	(3)$� 	(2)$	(1)]SM $	(1)#$� 	(3)v, with
the 	(1)# broken at the few TeV scale, the � 	(3)v group
confining at the few hundred GeV scale, and two light
v-flavors of v-quarks 	and �. Standard model fermions
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FIG. 2: Representative Feynman diagrams (at the parton level) for the processes pp ! XX̄+ jet (left), pp ! !!̄+ jet (center),
and pp ! l+! + jet (right).

III. COLLIDER SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND

A. Processes

Our e!ective theory for WIMP – SM interactions leads to the production of WIMPs at colliders through the process

pp (pp̄) ! XX̄. (4)

However, this process is worthless as a discovery mode at a hadron collider because it contains no visible trace that a
hard scattering took place at all. Consequently, we turn to the process in which WIMPs are produced together with
a hard parton,2

pp (pp̄) ! XX̄ + jets. (5)

While this process is formally higher order in perturbation theory, the hard jet(s) of hadrons provides a trigger that
a hard scattering actually took place, with the WIMPs “seen” as missing momentum against which the jet recoils.
The dominant SM physics backgrounds consist of electroweak processes, such as Z + jets, where the Z decays into

a pair of neutrinos,

pp (pp̄) ! !!̄ + jets, (6)

as well as W± + jets where the W decays into a neutrino and a charged lepton,

pp (pp̄) ! l!!̄ + jets and pp (pp̄) ! l+! + jets, (7)

and the charged lepton either falls outside of the acceptance range of the detector or is lost inside a jet. At the LHC,
we also consider the background from tt̄ production:

pp ! tt̄ ! W+b W!b̄, (8)

whose decays again produce W bosons. There are additional “QCD” backgrounds that arise from purely strong-
interaction processes in which mismeasurement leads to fake missing transverse momentum. This background depends
intricately on the details of the detector, and is beyond the scope of our ability to model properly. That said, we will
apply sti! missing momentum cuts and require the leading jet to be acollinear with the missing transverse momentum.
Both cuts should help minimize the sensitivity to detector details on our search proposal.
Representative parton-level Feynman diagrams for signal and electroweak background processes are shown in Fig.

2. We simulate the signal and background events using the MadEvent package [14], in which we have implemented
a Dirac fermion WIMP which interacts with the SM through the maverick interaction of Eq. (2). After MadEvent
generates the hard scattering process, Pythia [15] is called to simulate parton showering and hadronization, and PGS
(with the generic Tevatron and LHC detector models) provides an estimate of the detector e!ects [16].
While the dominant corrections to the kinematics from higher orders of perturbation theory are captured by the

parton shower, higher order contributions also correct the over-all rates of the processes. We improve our estimates
by applying a flat K-factor to the SM background rates,

K-factor =
"NLO

"LO
. (9)

2 Recently, Ref. [11] studied WIMPs produced at the LHC together with a hard photon.
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Figure 3: Left panel: the constraints on the spin-dependentDM-proton scattering cross section for the
up, down and strange (bottom to top solid lines) axial-vector operators. Relevant experimental bounds
are also shown. Right panel: the same as the left panel but for the constraints on the spin-indepedent
DM-neutron scattering cross section.

between the two at high energies. Of the operators under consideration, spin dependent scattering is

caused by the axial vector operator O3. For a complete list of all operators, see [24].

Again, in order to compute the DM scattering cross section o! a nucleon, N = p, n, we will need

!N |O3|N", leading to

ONq
3 = "N

q

!

N̄!µ!5N
"

("̄!µ!5")

#2
,

with [21]

"p
u = "n

d = 0.842± 0.012 ,

"p
d = "n

u = #0.427± 0.013 ,

"p
s = "n

s = #0.085± 0.018 . (8)

The total cross section is then

#Nq
3 =

3µ2

$ #4
("N

q )2 . (9)

The Tevatron limits on spin dependent dark matter scattering for the various operators are shown in

Figure 3 along with limits from XENON10 [4], COUPP [25], PICASSO [26] and ZEPLIN III [27]. For

the DM-proton spin-dependent scattering cross section (left panel) we have found that the Tevatron

limits are stronger than any other direct detection experiments for all three operators. For the DM-

neutron scattering in the right panel, the Tevatron limit is still the best for the up-type quark operator.

Limits for a flavor universal operator are close to those of the pure up operator.

8
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Dimension Operators

• Already reaching the limit of where 
higher dimension operator is 
reasonable approximation22
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FIG. 10: Cuto! scale " ! M/g bounds as a function of mediator mass M , where g ! "
g!gq. We

assume s-channel vector-type interactions and consider DM masses of m! = 50 GeV (blue) and

m! = 500 GeV (red). We vary the width # of the mediator between M/3 (solid line) and M/8!

(dashed line).

the bounds derived within the e!ective theory, this modification can either cause bounds to

improve in the intermediate mediator mass region or to weaken in the light mediator region.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

In this paper, we expand on previous work done on DM limits at colliders using monojets

by utilizing the razor analysis of CMS. At the LHC, one expects events that contain several

high pT jets, and the monojet requirement may restrict the signal e"ciency. By allowing for

an arbitrary number of hard jets, we can improve upon the signal e"ciency. Furthermore,

the razor analysis uses a complementary data set to that of the monojet search, thus allowing

one to combine the bounds from the two methods.

Using only the # 800 pb!1 of data analyzed by CMS for their razor analysis we find

that the razor bounds are slightly better than those of the monojet search, which uses # 1

fb!1 (by about 40% in the direct detection cross-section). The combined limit from the

razor and monojet searches is a few percent stronger than the razor bound alone. Since the

uncertainties of the razor analysis are dominantly statistical in nature we expect this bound

to improve with further updates of the razor analysis employing larger data sets.
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FIG. 6: Razor limits on spin-independent (LH plot) and spin-dependent (RH plot) DM-nucleon

scattering compared to limits from the direct detection experiments. We also include the mono-

jet limits and the combined razor/monojet limits. We show the constraints on spin-independent

scattering from CDMS [2], CoGeNT [36], CRESST [37], DAMA [38], and XENON-100 [3], and

the constraints on spin-dependent scattering from COUPP [39], DAMA [38], PICASSO [40], SIM-

PLE [41], and XENON-10 [42]. We have assumed large systematic uncertainties on the DAMA

quenching factors: qNa = 0.3 ± 0.1 for sodium and qI = 0.09 ± 0.03 for iodine [43], which gives

rise to an enlargement of the DAMA allowed regions. All limits are shown at the 90% confidence

level. For DAMA and CoGeNT, we show the 90% and 3! contours based on the fits of [44], and

for CRESST, we show the 1! and 2! contours.
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As in the case of direct detection, we assume universal DM couplings in quark flavor. In

Fig. 7, we show "!vrel# as functions of the DM mass, taking "v2rel# = 0.24, which corresponds

to the average DM velocity during the freeze-out epoch. A much smaller average "v2rel#,

e.g. in the galactic environment, would lead to stronger bounds. If the DM has additional

annihilation modes, the bounds weaken by a factor of 1/BR(#̄# $ q̄q). Assuming that

the e"ective operator description is still valid during the freeze-out epoch, the thermal relic

density cross-section is ruled out at 90 % C.L. for m!
<% 20 GeV for OV , and m!

<% 100 GeV

for OA.
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SUSY and Exotics

• More sensitivity to EW 
SUSY usually implies 
more sensitivity to 
exotics with displaced 
vertices 

4

of SUSY partners. At colliders, in the case of R-parity
conservation [2], superpartners are produced in pairs and
decay to the SM particles and the lightest superpartner
(LSP). The LSP is a stable, weakly interacting particle,
and can not be detected in collider detectors.

Recently, these models were called upon to explain the
results of several cosmic ray detection experiments [3, 4].
Taken together with other experiments, including new
results from Fermi/LAT [5], there is evidence of an ex-
cess of high energy positrons and no excessive produc-
tion of anti-protons or photons. The excess can be at-
tributed [6] to the dark matter particles annihilating into
pairs of new light gauge bosons, dark photons, which
are force carriers in the hidden sector. The dark pho-
ton mass can not be much larger than 1 GeV to give
rise to Sommerfeld enhancement [7] of the dark matter
annihilation cross section, and not to decay into neu-
tral pions and/or baryons. The masses of the hidden
sector states are also around 1 GeV, with mass split-
ting around MeV, thus providing a possible explana-
tion of the DAMA [8] signal through ”inelastic Dark
Matter” scenarios. Dark photons decay through mix-
ing with photons into SM fermions with branching frac-
tions that can be calculated from the measurements [9]
of R = !(e+e! ! hadrons)/!(e+e! ! µ+µ!), and
strongly depend on the dark photon mass. For dark
photon masses (m!D ) below the dimuon threshold of
" 200 MeV, only decays into electrons are possible. For
m!D " 0.5 GeV the decay rates into electrons and muons
are approximately 40% each. The lowest value of the lep-
tonic branching (3.7%) occurs if the dark photon mass is
accidentally equal to that of the " meson.

In this Letter we will follow the phenomenological sce-
nario developed in [10]. A diagram of a possible process
at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider is shown in Figure 1.
Gauginos are pair produced and decay into SM parti-
cles and the lightest neutral gaugino (neutralino, #̃0

1),
which in turn decays with comparable branching ratios
into either a hidden sector darkino X̃ (which is the LSP),
and a photon, or into darkino and a dark photon ($D).
Hadronic dark photon decays are overwhelmed by SM jet
backgrounds. Thus, we only consider dark photon de-
cays into isolated electron or muon pairs. Both darkinos
escape detection and result in large missing transverse
energy (E/T ). The branching fraction of the neutralino
into the dark photon, B = Br(#̃0

1 ! $DX̃), is a free pa-
rameter of the model. If it is small, the decays into a
photon dominate, and signature is the same as of GMSB
SUSY [11] with the neutralino as next-to-lightest super-
partner (NLSP). Larger values of B give rise to events
where one of the two neutralinos decays into a dark pho-
ton, resulting in a final state with one photon, two spa-
tially close (and therefore not satisfying traditional iso-
lation requirements) leptons and large E/T .

This Letter describes a search for this, so far unex-
plored, final state in pp̄ collisions at a center of mass

FIG. 1: One of the diagrams giving rise to the events with
a photon, dark photon (!D), and large missing energy due to
escaping darkinos (X̃) at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider.

energy of 1.96 TeV recorded by the D0 detector [12]
at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. As is described be-
low, our search is optimized for low dark photon masses,
m!D < 2.5 GeV. Note that it is also sensitive to the case
where the neutralino decays into a hidden state Ỹ with
somewhat higher mass than the dark photon. The Ỹ may
cascade down to the darkino through other hidden states
which may be long-lived and can result in the emission of
highly collimated low energy SM particles, some of which
could be leptons. Most of the energy of the Ỹ will stay in
the hidden sector and therefore the high E/T should not
be substantially reduced. This analysis is also sensitive
to another possible scenario, proposed in [13], in which a
light axion that decays into muon pairs takes the place
of the dark photon in the decays described above.

Data for this analysis correspond to an integrated lu-
minosity of 4.1 fb!1 after application of data quality
and trigger requirements. Events must satisfy a set of
high transverse energy (ET ), single electromagnetic (EM)
cluster triggers which are fully e!cient for photons with
ET > 30 GeV.

EM clusters are selected from calorimeter clusters,
built using the simple cone algorithm of radius R =!

("%)2 + ("")2 = 0.4 [14], by requiring that the frac-
tion of the energy deposited in the EM section of the
calorimeter, EMfrac, is above 95% and the calorimeter
isolation variable I = [Etot(0.4) # EEM (0.2)]/EEM (0.2)
is less than 0.2, where Etot(0.4) is the total energy in
a cone of radius R = 0.4, corrected for the underlying
event contribution, and EEM (0.2) is the EM energy in
a cone of radius R = 0.2, which is taken to be the EM
cluster energy.

Photon candidates are selected from central calorime-
ter (|%| < 1.1) EM clusters which have (i) EMfrac > 97%,
(ii) I < 0.07, (iii) a shower shape consistent with that
of a photon, and (iv) the scalar sum of the transverse

Small couplings via small 
kinetic mixing parameter

D0
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Discussion

• How can we maximize the luminosity/
energy interplay for exotics with exotic 
topologies?

• Are there additional handles that can be 
utilized for topologies with displaced 
vertices when the displaced vertex 
handles are reduced?

• Topologies with high multiplicities, 
often with a lot of soft activity? 
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